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Proposes
Johnson
Per
6
Cent
Hike
Tax
—

WASHINGTON (AP)
President Johnson asked
Congress last night to increase the federal income tax
bills of most individuals and businesses by six per
cent.
He said this is needed "to hold our budget deficit
within prudent limits and to give our country and our
fighting men the help they need in this hour of trial."
Johnson's call for higher taxes six months hence
was the highlight of a State of the Union messageprepared for personal delivery to Congress and it came
as a surprise to many.
THE PRESIDENT'S taxproposal would mean that
anyone now payingincome taxesof $1,000 a year would
pay $1,060 if Congress accepts his plan.
The proposed new surtax is planned to become
effective July 1.
Johnson also disclosed he will ask Congress to
increase Social Security benefits by an average of
20 per centstarting July 1.
In discussing the Vietnam war, the Chief Executive voiced little optimism.
He said: "I wish Icould report to you that the
conflictis almost over. This Icannot do .We face more
cost, moreloss andmore agony."
VOICING the administration's determination to
"see Vietnam through to anhonorable peace," Johnson
had this to say about the military measures to be aimed
at the Communist enemy:
"Our pressure now must be and will be sustained until he realizes that the war he started is costing him more than he can hope to gain."
At the same time, Johnson called for restraint in

—

—

—

military operations and rejection of what he termed
the temptatiton to "get it over with."
He labeled that temptation "inviting but dangerous."
THE PRESIDENT outlined in general terms at
least a dozen proposedlegislative programsincluding:
—A $270 million increase in antipoverty spending,
—A new "safe streets and crime control act,"
Consolidation of the Labor and Commerce Departments into a single new Department of Business

—
and—Labor.
— new civil

Outlawing of virtually all wiretapping and electronic snooping,
rights law.
A
In national defense, Johnson was more specific
than any other officials have been when he reported
that the Soviet Union "has begun to place near Mascow a limited antimissile defense."
Signaling a major decision to avoid, at least for
the time being, costly quick development of an American antiballistic missile, Johnson said he will seek
agreement with the Soviets "to slow down the arms
race between us."
The President prefacedhis call for a tax increase
by saying he will work for lower interest rates and
easier money and for a growing economy "without new
inflationary strains." Then he voiced his proposal:
"I PROPOSE a surcharge of six per cent on both
corporate and individual income taxes to last for two
years or for so long as the unusual expenditures associated with Vietnam continue. Iwill promptly recom-

—

mend an earlier termination date if a reduction in
those expenditurespermits it."
Exempt from the surtax, which officials hope will
go into effect with the start of the new fiscal year this
July 1, would be single people who do not earn more
than $1,900 a year and married couples in the lower
income bracke's. A couple with two children, for
example would be exempt provided their income does

not exceed $5,000 a year.
The surcharge, Johnson said, would raise federal
revenues by about $4.5 billion in the first year. Officials said that during a full tax year the added receipts would come to $5.7 billion.
Johnson also disclosed revised budget estimates for
the current bookkeeping year that ends June 30, and
announced the size of the new budget for the following
12 months, which he will send to Congress later in
January.
THE NEW budget, he said, willproject spending of
$135 billion, revenues of $126.9 billion,and a deficit of
$8.1billion.
For the current year,he said spending now is likely
to total $126.7 billion compared with revenues of $117

billion. That would leave a deficit of $9.7 billion.
Several times in his text, Johnson spoke of "a

timeof testing" for the nation.
"At home," he said, "the question is whether we
will continue working for better opportunities for all
Americans
"Abroad, the question is whether we have the
staying power to fight a costly war, when the objective
is limited and the danger to us seemingly remote."

...
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Eight Colleges to Attend Mock
Political Convention on Campus
Eight colleges in Washington
state have accepted invitations
to a mock political convention,
March 3-5 on the S.U. campus.
The convention, the first in the
state conducted by an institution of higher learning, is sponsored by the Political Union.
The participating colleges will
include Seattle Pacific College,
Seattle Community College,
Shoreline Junior College, Pa-

cific Lutheran College, Olympic

NEW HONOR MEMBERS: Fourteen of the 20 coeds CommunityCollege and St.Marselected for the Gamma Pi Epsilon, national Jesuit tin's College. Each of the

honorary for women, pose in library. From left, (top
row) Janet McCloskey, Anne Machung, Win Thompson,
and Sister Janine White. Next row: Barb Swan, Teresa
Schoen, Cathy Cane. Third row: Gail Harris, Sister Carol
Ann Dunn, Judy Burns and Bernie Clayton. Last row:
Joanne Rappe, Sister Dolira Mclntire and Ann Koch. See
story page2.

Public Invited:

a model state constitution. The

results of the convention will
be submitted to the speaker of

the House of Representatives
and lieutenant governor in
Olympia as a memorial of the

convention.
Chuck Taylor,president of the
Political Union, said, "The

trend is moving to seats of
learning, not to political centers, for solutions to many po-

litical problems." Taylor approved of the trend and added,
"The political experience available in a project of this kind is
invaluable."
S.U.s delegateshave not been
chosen and interested students
can contact Taylor at the ASSU
Office. The president of the convention and the general secretary also have not been selected.

Stevens Named New
Special Events Head

schools will send five delegates.
Before the convention, the
delegates will study the constitution of Washington State and
the various approaches used in
other state constitutions. At the
convention, the delegates will
George Stevens has been apact on the members' proposals
and recommendationsandframe pointed ASSU Special Events
coordinator for the remainder
of the year. Stevens will fill
the post vacated by George
Knutson who resigned lastquarter.
The appointment is subject to
Senate approval.
Stevens was appointed MonFr. James King, S.J., of S.U.s
theology department will speak day by Gary Meisenburg, ASSU
third in the series on "The Con- president and Dan DeLeuw, ASvice president. Acstitution on the Sacred Liturgy." SU secondDeLeuw,
Stevenshas
His lecture will deal with the cording to
changes in the Mass. Fr. King shown exceptional interest in
is in the doctoral program at S.U. activities and has enthusiSan Francisco TheologicalSemi- astically supported al l programs.
nary at present.
Stevens hopes to bring
S.S.,
CHIRICO,
FR. PETER
professor of dogmatic theology "bigger-named" entertainment
at St. Thomas Seminary, Ken- to S.U. He will endeavor to do
more, Wash., will deliver the so by soliciting top entertainfourth lecture, "Content of a ment appearing currently in the
Priest's Education Today." Fr. Northwest. The new coordinaChirico is the author of "The tor cites the example of a perDivine Indwelling and Distinct former appearing in Portland
obtained for apRelations to the Indwelling Per- possibly being
proximately$500. This would ensons."
The last lecture, "Ecumenism able the University to have top
1967, Shadow and Response,"
will be given by Rev. Douglas
Treasurers to Meet
Horton, consultant in theology
to the Council for Church and
Brent Vaughters, AS SU
Ministry of the United Church
treasurer, has scheduled a
of Christ, New York. He was
meeting for all club treasuran official observer for the Iners for 3:30 p.m. Tuesday in
ternationalCongregationalCounthe Chieftain conference
cil at the Second Vatican Counroom. All treasurers are
cil and has published "Vatican
asked to bring all pertinent
sneak,
Diary." He was asked to
financial information with
according to Fr. Fearon, to pet
them.
the viewpoint of an "outsider."

Vatican II Lectures Begin Tuesday

By GAYLE WERNTZ
at the University of California
To provide a better under- at Berkeley. According to Fr.
standing of the Second Vatican Fearon, Fr. Evans will give a
Council, a series of five comple- background of Vatican 11, placmentary lectures will begin Jan. ing it in its historical context.
17 at S.U. The idea for the
Fr. Evans is editor of "Seaseries was originated by the son," a quarterly review pubMost Rev. Thomas A. Connolly, lished by the Dominicans of the
archbishop of Seattle, and the Holy Name Province; a member
Very Rev. John A. Fitterer, S.J., of the English Province of the
president of S.U., to clarify Order of Preachers; a contribumisunderstandings about the re- tor to the London Times and
cent changes in Catholic liturgy. Tablet; one of the translators of
The lecture series, sponsored the "Jerusalem Bible," author
by S.U.s theology department, of "The One and Many" and
was organized by Fr. Henry "The Voice of the Holy Land"
Buckman, assisted by Fr. John and editor of "Light on the
Fearon, O.P.
Natural Law."

THE PUBLIC is invited to atTHE SECOND lecturer, Sr.
tend the lectures, scheduled for Mary Annette Buttimer, 0.P.,
8 p.m. on Jan. 17, 24 and 31; who teaches social science in
Feb. 7 and March 2 in Pigott S.U.s College of Sister FormaAuditorium. There will be an tion, will speak on "The Popuopportunity for the audience to lation Dilemma." This topic was
chosen for the series, according
ask questions at each lecture.
The first lecture, entitled to Fr. Fearon, because it is the
"Vatican II and the Relevant "most serious problem" today.
Church." will be given by Fr. Sister has traveled through
Illtud Evans, 0.P., professor of much of Europe on a post-docdogmatic theology at St. Alber's toral fellowship from the BelCollege, Oakland, Calif., and gi a n American Educational
lecturer at the Newman Center Foundation of New York.

-

GEORGE STEVENS
entertainment performers on
campus as part of their Northwest tour. The cost is less than
having them come specifically
to the campus.
Stevens plans to continue the
Wednesday entertainment for
students. The "Travelers Three"
will be appearing at noon today in Pigott Auditorium.
Stevens is a senior English
major from Puyallup. He is
head cheerleader, was chairman of Demonstration Day in
December and was chairman of
the pep parade and pep rally.

Honorary
Selects 20
Twenty pledges have been
chosen for S.U.s chapter of
Gamma Pi Epsilon, national
Jesuit honorary for women.
The pledges were chosen by
the academic deans,department
heads, faculty senators and
members of S.U.s chapter, and
approved by the Very Rev.
John A. Fitterer, S.J., president
of S.U.
Outstanding scholarship, loyalty and service and minimum
g.p.a. of 3.5 are the criteria for
membership in the honorary.
Pledges will be initiated at a
special breakfast given in their
honor on Feb. 5, at Bellarmine
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The University of Washington Faculty Committee on War and Peace, seeking to spur a more relevant and incisive analysis of U.S. foreign policy than has been
thus far available, presents this speech by Senator Gruening, which received practically no coverage in the news media, locally or nationally.
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CONGRESS, SECOND SESSION

PROCEEDINGS AND DEBATES OF THE OO

WASHINGTON, TUESDAY, JUNE 21, 1966

Vol. 112

Hall.

(pp. 131^0-131^1)

They are Lorilee Burcar, Judith Burns, Cathy Cane, Bernie
Clayton, Sister M. Jacinta, FCSP, Sister Carol Ann, FCSP,
Sister Mary Albert, SSA, Gail
Harris, Mary Helen Kay, Ann
Koch, Janet McCloskey, Anne
Machung, Sister M. Dolina, SSA,

Joanne Rappe, Teresa H.
Schoen, Barbara Swan, Diana
Thielen, Win Thompson, Sister
M. Janine, FCSP, and Judy
Young.

Club Schedules
Surfing Movie
"The Performers," a film on
surfing, will be presented at 8
p.m., Friday, in Pigott Auditorium.
The movie, sponsored by the
Hawaiian Club, was produced
by adventurer and photographer
Greg MacGillivray and tells the
story of two surfers traveling
through Hawaii, Mexico, Florida and California. A feature
film, "Hawaii Calls," will also

be shown.
Admission is $1 and fresh
pineapple will be served to the
audience during intermission.

Chem Club Plans
Cancer Discussion

Dr. Maurice Origenes, Jr.,

will speak on "Chemotherapy
in Leukemia" at 7:30 p.m.,
Monday, in Barman 102. Dr.
Origenes was invited by theS.U.
Chemistry Club to speak to all
interested students, especially
pre-med students.

Dr. Origenes is a pediatrician
and an investigator for the
Children's Cancer Study Group.
He has done research on treatments of leukemia in children.
Dr. Origenesreceived his A.A.
and M.D. from the Catholic
University of the Philippines.

C&F Club Meets
AH interested commerce and
finance students may attend the
first winter-quarter meeting of

S.U.s Marketing Club, at 11
a.m. Friday in the Xavier
lounge.
According to Peter Matronic,
publicity director, the Marketing
Club offers its members the opportunity to make good job contacts with local business firms
and local business leaders by
sponsoring tours and speakers.
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VIETNAM?
Mr. GRUENING. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that Imay proceed for 10 ir.lnut.es.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it la* so ordered.
Mr. GRUKNING. Mr President
newspaper Headlines reveal that at his
last press conference President Johnson
indicated that he would raise lhe cost
of aggression at its source" by intensified

use of anpower.
This is n threat of further escalation
It is au indication that the daily bomb*
Ing will be curried fill t her North.
Onmany previousoccasions, thePresl"
dent has said, "We seek
war
Yet it is uteadlly wldenin?
The
rations answer invariably is that, we have to escalate because
our adversaries escalate
This is precisely the gloomy outlook so
clearly spelled out In the Mansfield report after his return in company with
four other Senators-- Mu.'kir and
Inouye. Democrats; Aiken and Bocas,
Republicans— lrom an intensive study on
the ground i" southeastAsia. They made
it clear that it was an open-end war and
that each side wouldescalate to meet the
others escalation,
To what end? Further deaths of line
young Americans, whose number killed
in combat already has passed 4,000, with
over 20.000 wounded, many crippled for
life, countless thousands of North and
South Vietnamese killed, many of them
Il___nbatan_. women and children.
The undeclared war Is costing close to
$2 billion a month and
, so the„ great doi
mcstic programs, so brilliantly enacted
in the 1st session of the 89th Congress
under President Johnson s masterful
leadership, are going down the drain.
And yet the facts, so consistently ignored and even denied by the administration. disclose the total lack of justification of our present and our conti-iuing actions in southeast Asia.
Tliesc facts must be repeated to olisct
the completely misleading propaganda
which continues to emanate from the
White House, the Pentagon, and the

'no 'wider

ad'minist

.,,"

.

r_n.ii-tmr.nt
QtotA Depaitmcnt.
State

Item: We were not asked by a friendly
government In South Vietnam to help It
repel aggression.
We asked ourselves in.
Item: It is not true a solemn commitment was made by three Presidents to
do what we are doing.
PresidentEisenhower merely proffered
economic aid and that conditioned on
reforms and performance which were
never carried out either by the Diem resubsequent
)sr1ucnt selfrri—r. nr hv thr> cieht su'
tooosed regimes
Item: President Kenedy, accepting
the bad advice of Secretary McNamara.
escalated the number of advisers from
the 600 in South Vietnam, as part of the
military mission establishedby President
Eisenhower, to a total of 20.000. But he
sent no troops to combat. No American
lives were lost in combat during the administrations of Presidents Eisenhower
and Kennedy
Item- Regrettably, after a campaign

in which President Johnson led the
American people to believe he would
achieve a peaceable solution in southeast
Asia, he sent our troops intocombat. No
previous Presldentr-ncithcr Eisenhower
done that.
si_ as__sa
j
nor

Kennedy-had

The University Committee on

Senate
. ,,

The more leecnt official justifications
tnat ar icl 4 of Ul(,8aAT0 Treaty Wi(I-_
ranlr, our military actions are also
groundless.

The article provides that in the
, event
aliened aggression, all tht Hlr natortt_
wu* consult, and by unanimous agreement rcsoWc on a course of action, whieh
must be in accord with each nation's conBtitutional processes.
w,v never asked the signatories
Great Britain, Prance, Pakistan, Thailand. Australia;
New Zealand, and the
—
Philippine! to consult. Had we done so,
there wouldhave been no unanimous decision, since both France and Pakistan
are °l P°'sed to our course. Finally, ac* n accord with our constitutional
processes would have required a dcc!ara* IC Congress. We have
on of war bv l
not had it.
I<- seems clear that each subsequent
escalation has been expected to bring
"victory." What are the realities?
Item:President Johnson accepted and
acted on the same kind of bad advice
that ledPresident Kennedy into the Bay
of Pigs fiasco.
Item: Each time the advice to Presidenfc Johnson was proffered as the solutlon to nls dilemmaand would bring the
adversary to his knees.
"Bomb North Vietnam. That will do
e b mbed for 16 monUls W has
OI

—

,

"

°

„JJ£ "o__ '" "°"
___. _.„„„ ,
t

. ...

■
i
-n dn
theMar-nes. Timwill
it.

«____.._»____

■"*

-

—

,'

*_,,£???, fl^t_f
S1
f"U"cn nr
"
1?^
JfS1^^^"^
"?« nnr? » £'
hp'^mit rinneit
Tt
„ £,.,_
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Send in more

*-__.
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mi

„„,_
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_

no
troops.
Raise fl
the
numher t0 400,000." It is being, done.
Wc wU1bomb further norU Ul| p
dcnt now warns Hanoi perp0 t(1ating the
mylh that North Vietnam is the ag-

* "
grosser
T

,,'

,*
'

_

of all thl<5 united

states
iLT,.' se. ..
.
...
Natlons Charter, articles

* '
has viol

,,.

.

,_

coul

_Sdl _^*
TT

XT

33
second. The SEATO Treaty, article 1.
Third The unilateralcommitment by
Walter Bedel Smith to support the
Agreements
Geneva
oenrva Agreements.
Fourth. The aforementioned pledges
to send in no additional troop or war
materialintoVietnam
The regrettable and depressing fact in
all this is that it is the United States
which is the aggressor in southeast Asia.
The United States, sending its forces
halfway around the world injected Itself into a civil war. All those present
at the time of our invasion were Vietnamese— South Vietnamese fighting a
a corrupt and oppressive government
tnus revolting again.. the denial of
promised elections, aided later by infiltrators fromNorth Vietnam.
continued support by the United
Bf
of corrupt, self-imposed, and
Btates
malodorous regimes reveals the folly of
our whole performance.
The original premises |U«U»*yinff our

.

......

Jhe

military involvement, although false.
have now been shown to be completely
fanciful. We are not supporting freeriom 01'savinK a brave and gallant people.
We are supporting a corrupt, self-rmposing dictatorship.
Last Vtar 1;)65 tl,f'rr worc 96000 de"

«ert£' n«;

.

-

-

from the South V^tnamese

,,,

little support from Hip people we are
rsumabl.V Riding.
The great myth is that Hanoi Is the
villa'n. True IIie North Vietnamese are
aiding the VleteonB but their aid came
after our own violation of our agrcement- our support of Dlem's refusal to
abide by the Geneva* Agreements and
hold flections,
Tn all American history, of which we
neve had so much reason to be proud,
the United States has not committed so
tnntc an error. The consequences can
ontv be disastrous.
The administration's allegations that
we are willing to negotiate with any
government avoids and evades the fact
that, the adversary is not a government
hut the National Liberation Front or
Vietcong. with whichPresident Johnson
lias consistently refused to negotiate,
Until thatis done, it is nonsense to assert
that we have exhausted every effort to
achieve peace,
Likewise, we have not carried the Issue
before the Security Council, as we are
required to do by the United Nations
Charter.
Whv have we not done this? Because,
obviously, the free discussion that would
tak( place in Ul0 United Nations wouli
reveal the unpleasant truth, which is,
that the UnitedStatesis the aggressor.
Is there a way out? Yes. Lay the
'
lss r before the United Nations. Stop
fh(; lKimbin
Afrrpn to negotiate with
,no National LiberationFront. Ask for
a cease Ore. Promise to hold Vietnamwido elections, supervised by the United
Nations' not merelv m So ;th Vietnam
but in M Vietnam as promised In the
Geneva accord. Agree to a'Ade by the
suits and PledBe a Dnased wIthdrawal
of our troops once peace is established,
wh
Jt ml M not .
,y n ltry _,
? itBuUntil
we do. until
Wo have not tried
we make these proposals clearly, emPhatically. unmistakably, we cannot continue to allef<e that wc na>e tricd to sc "
cure peace— that objective which every
passinR day mo,.c and more Americans

.
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.
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" ..
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'TKi?
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u, P'esident,
p~a__.ni will the
will

Il>
AmiFNiNn Iyield.
T
Mr.QRUEN'Na.
vi„irt

Mr. MORSE.
Mr President, once
nfr_n the Senator from Alaska has made

on what I
a^Vmen
e^is.a^er to b. our
„ nnc, linmoral
course of actlon in

h vietnamand Nortn Vietnam, with
statement Iam in complete agreement
associate myself withhis remarks,
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Tomorrow

Fr. Naucke to Serve
As Assistant Chaplain

A lecture on the "Sociological
View of Current Religious
Crisis" is scheduled for 7 p.m.
tomorrow in Pigo 11 Auditorium. It is to be givenby Dr.
Thomas F. ODea, director of
the Institute of Religious Research and professor of sociologyand religion at theUniversity of California at Santa Barbara.
The sociology department is
also sponsoring a luncheon for
Dr. ODea at noon today in the
Bellarmine snack bar. The
luncheon is open to all students
at a cost of $1.25 per person,
payable at the door.
Dr. O'Dea's lecture, sponsored by S.U.s sociologydepartment, is open to the public with
no charge.
Dr. ODea has written three
books, "The Mormons," the

tant chaplain for January.
Father is a native of San Jose,
Calif., and is assisting Fr. Joseph Maguire, S.J., University
chaplain.
Fr. Naucke is the third priest
"lent" to S.U. by the Jesuit
Tertian House in Port Townsend. Each priest helps meet
the spiritual needs of the students and conducts a retreat at
Providence Heights inIssaquah.
Father holds master's degrees
in philosophy and theology. He
has taught high school in Phoenix.
Father is available to students
in the office of the director of
student activities in the Chieftain and in the various student
dorms after evening confessions.

Sociologist
Lectures

SINGING SPECTACULAR: Gammas sell tickets for
homecoming's featured big-name entertainment. Glenn
Yarbrough, popular folk-singer, and the "Pair Extraordiaire," a singing duo, will appear at 8 p.m. ,Jan. 27, in the
Civic Arena. Tickets are on sale for $2.75 in the Chieftain.

Want to See Budget First:

3

A Californian, Fr. Alfred
Naucke, S.J., is servingas assis-

"American Catholic Dilemma"
and the "Sociology of Religion,"
taught sociology at Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and Fordham University and
University of Utah. He has
served as chairman of the religion department at Columbia
University. He received his
A six-man team of federal
doctorate from Harvard Universervice representatives will be
sity in 1954.
available from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
tomorrow in the Chieftain
lounge to talk informally to students about career opportunities available in the federal government. The talks are part of
S.U.s annual Federal Careers
Day.
Both underclassmen and gradprograms that are the responsibility of Congress, "I am not uating seniors are invited to ask
anxious,particularly without assurances from the Federal Reserve Board, of a change in the
tight moneypolicy."
Rep. Harley O. Staggers, DW. Va., chairman of the House
Commerce Committee: "I think
the President has a visionary
Monday thru Friday
and ambitious program. If all
LIBERAL ARTS
of it could be done it would be 6:30 a.m. Fr. James Royce, S.J.
wonderful, but Iam doubtful
7:30 a.m. Fr. Edmund Morton,
s.J:
that this Congress is in any 11:15
a.m. Fr. Louis Sauvain, S.J.
mood for additional spending. I
MARYCREST
want to be shown the need for
6:50 a.m. Fr. James Reichmann,
prothe additional taxes he
S.J.
poses."
4:15 p.m. Fr. Francis Lindeku-

Government Team
Plans Career Talks

Leary
Increase
About
Solons
—

WASHINGTON (AP)—President Johnson's proposal to
boost the income tax bills of
most Americans by six per cent
received a less thanenthusiastic
welcome tonight from key members of Congress.
Several said they will support
therecommendation for a six per
cent surcharge on individuals
and corporations effective later
this year, but most said they
will want to take a hard look at
Johnson's proposed budget before they make up their minds.

Ky., also a member, said, "If
it has to be done, an acrossthe board increase such as he
recommends is the way to do it.
"But whether it should be
done, depends on our study of
the budget and the nation's
economy," Morton said.
Sen. Wallace F .Bennett, R.Utah, another finance member,
also said he would prefer an
increase hitting at both corporations and individuals "If it has
to be done."

BUTTHE UTAH Senator addON OTHER aspects of John- ed it would be necessary to
son's state of the union message, await Johnson's budget mesreaction generally was divided sage to "determine whether he
along party lines, with most has curtailed any of the governdemocrats praisingit and repub- ment boondoggles of the last
three years."
licans entering dissents.
Bennett added that "It seems
Several members of the State
Finance Committee, which han- from the totals he announced tor
dles tax legislation, said they night that it will be 'businessare not convinced a tax boost is as-usual' in the United States
despite the costly expenditures
wise.
"I am opposed to a tax in- overseas."
Sen. Albert Gore, D.-Term.,
crease," said Sen. Frank Carlson, R-Ky., No. 2 republican said: "I will support the Preson the panel. "I already see ident's tax increase proposal.
some signs of a slowdown in the It is sound now, it would have
economy and I
think this would been sounder a year ago but
better late than never. We
make them worse."
Sen. Vance Hartke, D. Ind., can't pay for a costly war with
also a member, said, "I think fudge and the sale of governthis is the wrong medicine at ment assets."
Sen. Alan Bible, D-Nev., who
the wrong time which would
make things worse than they is not on finance, said, "I will
vote for it if it is necessary to
are now."
finance the war."
SEN. CLINTON P. Anderson,
But Sen. Stephen M. Young,
D.-N.M., No. 3 democrat on the D-Ohio, who does not serve on
committee, said he would "take the committee, said, "I take a
a long hard look at this."
very dim view of it. It would
"If it is needed, Iwould be be much better to cut out waste
tempted to support an increase and extravagance."
on corporations but not individSEN. HENRY M. Jackson, Duals," he said.
Sen. Thruston B. Borton, R.- Wash., said he would support
"a tax increase."
Sen. Warren G. Magnuson,DWash., chairman of the Senate
Committee, said he
The first floor study lounge in Commerce
would
support
the tax increase
library
opened
the
will be
for
students' use this quarter. Al- proposal, "If it is specifically
though it is not yet finished, for the Vietnam war." But, he
workmen will complete the job said, if it is to pay for various
by hanging wallpaper until next
week. Mrs. Barbara Hill, as-

FR. ALFRED NAUCKE, S.J.

Daily
Masses

questions and pick up career literature. Each representative
will also have listings of career
opportunities in their own and
other departments.
Specific departments to be
represented are the Department
of State, Social Security, Labor,
Internal Revenue, Bureau of

Indian Affairs and Civil Service

regional office.
Col. Michael Dolan, S.U.s director of placement, said, "Liberal arts students whose career
plans have not yet crystallized
are particularly encouraged to
take advantage of this opportunity to investigate career opportunities available to them in
many branches of the Federal

Government."

Show Changed
New Act Added

The Homecoming Committee
has announced a change of program for the entertainment
gel, S.J.
spectacular scheduled for 8 p.m.
BELLARMINE
REP. H.R. Gross, R-Iowa: "I
don't see anything in this that 7:00 a.m. Fr. Kevin Waters, S.J. Jan. 27 in the Seattle Center
a.m. Fr. Lawrence Dono- Civic Arena.
looks like stopping inflation, or 7:45
hue, S.J.
Along with folk singer Glenn
balancing the budget."
11:30 a.m. Fr. Henry Buckman, Yarbrough, the "Pair ExtraSen. Allen J. Ellender, D-La.:
O.P.
"There is no way now to pull 12:10 p.m. Fr. Leonard Kaufer, ordinaire," a musical trio featuring singing with bass accomout of Vietnam and if the war is
S.J.
4:15 p.m. Fr. Roger Blanchette, paniment have been contracted
to continue and there is no
to appear. Originally .comedian
S.J.
change in the situation, it may
CAMPION TOWER
Prior was sought for
Richard
be necessary to increase taxes. 7:10 a.m.
Fr. Robert Bradley, the performance.
But first let us try to live within
S.J.
Tickets for the 1,500 reserved
our income. I
believe we should 4:30
p.m. Fr. James Ryan, S.J.
seats allotted to S.U. students
many
and could cut back on
of
CHIEFTAIN LOUNGE
these new programsrather than 12:10 p.m. Fr. Joseph Maguire, are on sale in Campion Tower,
the Chieftain and Bookstore.
increase taxes."
S.J.

Lounge Opens

sociate librarian, stated that,
when finished the lounge will
"most likely" be open until 11
p.m. for study.
The regular library hours are
the same as fall quarter. The
library will be open 7:30 a.m.-10
p.m., Monday through Thursday: 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m., Friday:
1-5 p.m.. Saturday, and 1-10
p.m., Sunday.

Grad To Army

An S.U. graduate, Carol Ann
Duescher, has completed the
Women's Army Corps Officer

Basic Course. Carol received a
bachelor of arts degreeinphilosophy while at S.U.
HOMECOMING MINDED: Linda Pagni,
Carol and 76 other graduates junior coed sports four buttons for "Dia-

were commissioned as second
The red, white and blue
lieutenants during ceremonieson mond Affair."
buttons
feature
a central diamond design
December 16.

with "Homecoming 67, Diamond Affair"
on them. They cost 50 cents; proceeds go
to Homecoming fund. Buttons are being
sold dailyinthe Chieftain.
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THE SALE IS ON

GO TO HOMECOMING
Buttons on sale now -In Chieftain by Frosh

Homecoming Bids go on sale Jan. 16 in Chief
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Jan. 20 Mixer in Gym
21 Alumni Dance
22 Club Displays and Goldfish Primaries
24 Rally, Beard Growing Contest Judging, Goldfish Finals and
Display Results
26 Homecoming Dance
27 Big Name Entertainment
28 Homecoming Game, Montana State with Dance at City
Center Following
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Coeds Offered More Freedom:

Stringent Dorm Rules Changed
By RICHARDHOUSER

Across the nation colleges are revolting from the
stringent standards of dorm
or on-campus living rules.
Some of those rules date
from the time the schools were
instituted.
The majority of changes are
moderate in nature, but some
universities are emerging with
extremelyradical plans,even in
our present time.

CLOSEST TO S.U.s home
front is a proposal from Donald
Anderson, the U.W.s dean of
students, to lift all hours for all
university women. This proposal
was announced shortly after the
Christmas vacation.
As The Spectator went to press
last night, voting on the proposal
was not complete. Early results
indicated a strong majority of
the U.W.s' coeds were in favor
of the proposal.
The administration would not
release a count on the voting be-

5

Hollywood's Pictures

Disturb Hinterberger

This article by John Hinterberger appeared in the Seattle
cause two houses had failed to
vote. The final results should be Times Nov. 22.
tabulated today. If the proposal
Students are invited and encouraged to express their views
passes it will revolutionize the on the subject in a letter to the editor or a Sounding Board.
U.W.s present dormitoryregula—Ed.
tions.

By JOHN HINTERBERGER

Anderson's proposal read in

This year, as in past years, we can be thankful that
part:
Hollywood is driving the American people to distraction.
Distraction may not be what we need, but the moguls have
"DETERMINATION of the
hours when students will be in figured that it is what we want. In the face of all manner of negatheir buildings is the responsibil- tive events— floods, famine, riots and a war that warily and wearily
ity of the individuals themselves, escalates— Hollywood remains positive and, for the most part, a
subject to such regulations as positivebore.
There are times in the middle of a Jerry Lewis matinee when
(Continued on page 11)
Icome back from the moon and wonder— for a moment— about
last week's casualty lists and next month's draft call,but not many.

—

'Latin Lover' Talks about Teaching
By MARY ANN FRUSHOUR
"Halfway between a vocation and a mystique" is
the way Miss Marilyn
Berglund, S.U. instructor, desscribes her work. She is cur-

rently teaching Latin, philosophy and English (in which she
earned a B.A. from S.U. in 1961)
and will begin a Roman history
course spring quarter. She finds
that Latin integrates all these.
Just as she sees her work as
more than "button pushing,"
she sees more in Latin than

declensions.
One reason for the lack of
Latin students today is, she be-

lieves, the teachers. "I can't
figure out why they go into
Latin. They're a motley crew."
Miss Berglund gave her own
reason for studying the language: "It was like falling in
love. It just happened. I'm just
hung up on it."
AFTER EARNING a master's
degree from the University of
California, she began teaching
here in 1964. Miss Berglund is

—

And early this week Tuesday, Nov. 22nd while the world's
press chattered nervously about the curious relationship of Dallas
policemen to a restaurant for strippers and questioned the findings of the Warren Commission, "Years of Lightning, Days of
Drums" was sentimentally surveying the clouds of yesterday and
predicting a warm uninterrupted reign for all of our tomorrows.
THE NOTION of the inadequacy of American movies, their
utter non-relatedness to the problems of our times is a cumulative
one. One that grows with each trite comedy, each happy violent
spy spoof into a conviction. The notion is made stronger by a
comparison with foreign films, which so often address themselves
to the political, social and sexual facts of life instead of a continuing gloss of fictionabout imaginedniceties.
The feeling grows that if Hollywood did address itself to
American problems instead of selling panaceas to a body politic
that could use an occasional dose of salts, the product would
undergo a strange transformation. A problem play in the Hollywoodformula would have to come out "all right."
That might be worse. Better to laugh at a nonsensical farce
than be called to witness a comedy about smog, a farce about a
race riot or applaud a war that ended happily (or even ended). If
this seems unlikely, bear in mind that we already have a television comedy about concentration camps.
IT MAY BE that we are in such dire straits in our confrontations with reality, that any moment of magic that can separate us
MISS BERGLUND
teacher with many interests dis- from our day-to-day headlines is something to be thankful for. But
there is a danger inherent in this separation. If our arts do not
plays Greek drinking cup from 900 B.C. excavated by heighten
reality and put it into a sharp relief, what will? The
friends.
facts on a printed page lose their impact in time; so many more
flown missions, so many more jailed rioters bid for recognition,
currently working on her Ph.D. in Baroque and modem music. get it and soon are gone.
in English composition at the
SHE LIKES S.U. especially
It is the popular arts that draw the line under an event and
U.W. while taking part in sports since it is not a "publish or per- rearrange its data into something compatible with a meaningful
car rallies (in which she and a ish" school. Instead of trying human response. And the most graphic of the popular
arts is
boy friend recently won a tro- to make her mark in the acaphy) and keeping up an interest demic world, she prefers infor- cinema.
Yet of the 30-odd American films showing in town, only two,
mal methods of teaching, such
as the poetry reading of Ca-tul- "Zorba, the Greek" and "Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?", treat
luss she gave last year at the serious topics seriously. Any other films of substance in town
and there are many are foreignproducts.
CAP house.
American film-makers have become the most proficient in the
Miss Berglund
says of her
'
Our film industry photographs, edits, directs and scores
work,
If teaching becomes world. thany
any other nation's movie producers. For that, one
simply a job you're dead. Teach- better
should
be
thankful.
ing is like acting
depends
it
on rapport, communication with
But their products are an escape from life instead of a treatSchool on 710 E. Roy St. wilt present works
the audience my students."
ment of it, and for that, no thanks can be given.

. ..

—

—

'

Seattle Soundings
By CATHLEEN CARNEY
Folkdancing is in. Each Sunday
evening in the HUB ballroom
of the U. W. there is opportunity
to learn Israeli (and a few
other) folkdances. Instruction is
given from 7:30 to 9 p.m., and
time is allowed for simply dancing from 9 to 10 p.m. There is
no admission charge, and everyone is welcome.
Beginning tomorrow instruction in Russian, Balkan and Polish folk dances will be given
by an expert, Dr. Layton, at
the lOGT Hall on 1109 Virginia
Aye. These instructions will be
given each week on Thursday,
beginning at 8 p.m. There is a
token admission charge of 75
cents.
MUSIC
The Philadelphia String Quartet in residence at the U.W. has sold out all its concerts within hours sometimes even less than
an hour of the time tickets go on sale.
Anyone wishing to attend the Jan. 27 concert, at which Beethoven, Schubert and
Schoenberg will be played, should be in
line at the Office of Lectures and Concerts, 3903 15th N.E.. at 8 a.m. Jan. 17.
Student tickets ore 50 centi.
This Friday, Eva Heinitz on the cello and
Helen Tavernlti on the piano will perform
Beethoven, Bach and Martinu in a faculty
recital to be performed in the U.W. HUB
Auditorium, 8:30 p.m. Paid admission to
benefit the scholarship fund. 50 cents.
The same evening, Friday, the Cornish

—

—
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for the bassoon and the

piano by Luigi

Merc), Hindemirh, Howard Gilbert and Mo-

8:30 p.m. Paid admission.
The Hungarian String Quartet will offer
works by Haydn, Beethoven and Debussy.
8:30 p.m., Saturday, University Christian
Church, 4731 15th N.E. Student tickets are
$1 50. Any chamber-music-phile would be
sorry to miss these performers.
The Metropolitan Opera will be heard in a
performance
of Wagner's "Die Meistersing"
er, 11 a.m., Saturday, on KIRO-AM/FM.
DRAMA
"The Crucible" by Arthur Miller has only
performances
few
left at the Seattle Rep.
a
8 p.m. Jan. 11, 19 20;' 2:30 p.m. Jan. 21.
$1
Student tickets are .50 ten minutes before
curtain time.
Brendan Behan's "The Hostage" is also
ending soon at the Rep. Performances at
8 p.m. Jan. 17, 18, 22; 8:30 p.m. Jan. 2\;
2:30 p.m. Jan. 14; 2 p.m. Jan. 18.
The Cirque Playhouse is presently offering
"Strange Bedfellows" by Byerson and Clements. This comedy will be played at 7:30
p.m. Tuesdays and at 8:30 p.m. Wednesdays through Saturdays for the rest of
January. Prices vary. Information on tickets can be obtained by calling the theater.
The Royal Shakespeare Company will perform William Shakespeare's "Comedy of Errors" at 9 p.m. this Friday, Channel 9, on
the NET Playhouse.
LECTURES
Dr. Bruner speaks this evening
' on "Problem Solving Through Inquiry" 8 p.m. at
the Health Sciences Auditorium, U.W. Comzart.

plimentary.

MOVIES
"Dear John," a love story from Sweden,
is reported by some to be one of the best
films they have ever seen, and by others to
be not worth the cellulose it is printed on.
Viewers must judge for themselves.
"A Man and a Woman" plays with
"Black Orpheus" only a short while longer
at the Ridgemont Theater.

or
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QUICK SERVICE

Student Criticizes War on Poverty
Here is Larry Main's response to the question, "What
do you consider to be the most
pressing domestic problem in
theUnited States today?"Blain
is president of Young Republi-

cans.

By LARRY BLAIN

"The Federal Govern-

The Interstate Highway System is properly a project of the
federal government, because it
must be uniform throughout the
states. The Civil Rights Bill,
since it involved a major concern of government, that of controlling man's inhumanity to
man on a national level, was
also a federal matter.

ment is too big!" This cry

ON THE OTHER HAND, the
has been heard before, and War on Poverty is an attempt
will be heard again, but it is by the federal government to
the most concise summary of solve local problems. Iclassify
today's domestic problems. And poverty as a local problem bethis accusation can be applied cause it assumes many differto state and local government ent forms, each requiring its
as well. A situation, if indeed it own peculiar solution. Welfare
is the proper concern of gov- is also a local problem, one
ernment, ought to be handled that it perhaps handled best by
by the smallest unit of govern- private industry.
Besides the above types, howment capable of doing so.

'When Comedy Was King'
Sponsored by YWCA
A series of international film
classics will begin Friday night
at the Seattle Young Women's
Christian Association, Fifth Av-

enue and Seneca Street.
The films, open to the public,
are scheduled for every Friday
night until Feb. 24. The charge
is 50 cents for members, 75
cents for students and $1 for
non-members.
According to Joan Ga'staun.
director of adult education at
the YWCA, the films "are con-

sidered to be of high aesthetic
merit." The first film will be
"When Comedy Was King," an
Academy Award-winning compilation of scenes and sequences

from the best of the Mack Sennet and Hal Roach comedies.
Dennis Bergum will conduct
an informal discussion period
followingeach film for those in-

terested.

Information on tickets can be
obtained by calling adult education, MA 3-4800.

ever, there are situations in

which government of any kind

has no business interfering. One
example of this is the present
state of farm subsidies. Why
must we stockpile farms as we
do copper, aluminum and mothballed shins? The populationexplosion will not occur as rapidly
as war might break out. Yet
what other explanation is there
to support farmers who at the
present time maintain idle
farms?
Of course, none of these problems is cut-and-dried. But there
is already a drive toward a
"Bte Brother." Fortunately,last
month the voters of this state
turned down a bill which would
return a portion of the revenue
from state taxes to the cities.
Enough people realized the inefficiency of a city receiving
money from its own inhabitants
through the state government.
Even now the federal government is considering initiating
this same arrangement with
the states.

IAM SURE experience has
shown that the farther money
travels through government, the
less there is at the end. So I
repeat, let

each level of govern-

ment concern itself only with
problems which cannot be

solved on a lesser level. This
will result in more efficient,
equitable and personal government, something all too often
missing today.
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Students Invited to Teach ot County Jail
By KAREN ROSEBAUGH

In 1962, Chuck Verharen,
at that time a senior English major at S.U., volunteered to instruct inmates at
the King County Jail. Verharen
taught English grammar and
literature under the—guidance of
the Gateway Group a non- sectarian organizationwhich sought
to improve the conditions of
penal institutions in Washington.
The Gateway Group has since
been replaced by the Seattle
Public School System which
presently offers a limited variety of classes to student inmates.
The rehabilitation of prisoners during incarceration is a
progressive measure in penology. An extensive therapeutic
program can be initiated at the
King County Jail with the aid

of S.U. students.

STUDENT TEACHERS are
needed to instruct classes and/
or recreation programs for the
50 inmates who are presently
involved in the Work Release
Program.
C. Jim Coughlin, a 1964 psychologygraduate of S.U. directs
this program which is the only
professional one of its kind in
the U.S. Coughlin, who attended
■the University of Portland and
received a M.S.W. at the U.W.,
has directed the program for
the past year and a half. He is
aided by a staff of 13, eight
of whom are psychology therapists.
"The 'segregated' inmates in
the Work Release Program live

"The crimes committedrange
from misdemeanors, such as
driving while under the influence of liquor, to feloniousdeeds
—burglary or car theft."
IN ORDER TO participate in
the Work Release Program, a
man must be recommended by

the judge presiding over his
case. Then his file is reviewed
by therapists and consultants.

Coughlin pointed out that,
"The program allows the participant to support his family

while in jail.If he does not have
a job upon entering jail, we will
find him one."
The participant works outside

the confines of the jail, but
must return at night.
"This," said Coughlin, "is a
monetary saving to the community. Men are allowed to support their families while incarcerated. Daily, $2.50 is taken
from their paychecks for payment to the county. Also, the
fact that a man is maintaining
(Continued on page7)

PENOLOGY IS PROGRESSING: Above left, Jim Coughlin, director of the Work Release Program, and Ron
Hanna, right, a social worker in the program, discuss the
rehabilitative efforts being made at the KingCounty Jail.
Above, Hanna, seated at right, speaks with an inmate
who is in the program.

Fifty years ago we only made 'aeroplanes'.
(See what's happening now!)

under dormitory conditions.
There are no locks on their
doors, and they are allowed to
move about freely within a cer-

*^^^^~g"^

New Boeing 747

tain area," said Coughlin.
"The average age of the men
involved in this programranges
from 18 to 22 years. The oldest
participant was 67.
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Course knows where the
action is. He's on the move
at the nation's
— largest
steel plant our
Sparrows Point Plant
near Baltimore, Md.

Join the action.
First step: pick up
a copy of "Careers
with Bethlehem Steel
and the Loop Course"
at your placement
office. Then sign up
for a campus interview.
Our 1967 Loop Class
has openings for technical
and non-technical graduates
(and post-grads) for
careers in steel operations,
research, sales, mining,
accounting, and other
activities.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer in the Plans for
Progress Program
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Boeing 737 Twinjet

Engineers & Scientists:
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Campus Interviews, Thursday and Friday, January 26 and 27
program-in-being,at the leadingedge of
Often it will be sheer hard work. But
aerospace technology.Or you might want we think you'll want it that way when
to get in on the ground floor of a pio- you'rehelpingtocreate something unique
-while buildinga solidcareer.Visityour
neering new project.
you«aunch yourcareerinthedynamicenin small &oups where
y^ workability
vironmentofjetairplanes,spacecraft,mis- initiative
get maximum ex- is an equal opportunity employer
and
siles,rockets,helicopters,orevenseacraft. posure. And if you desire an advanced
<»^^##»
MJMJ^E'W^wMw
Pick your spot in appliedresearch, de- degree and qualify, Boeing will help you
sign, test, manufacturing, service or facilfinancially with its Graduate Study Pro- Divisions: Commercial Airplane ' Missile &
"
gram
engineering,
at leadinguniversities and colleges
computer
ities
or
technol.'
ogy. You can become part of a Boeing near company facilities.
Scientific Research Laboratories
In 1916 The Boeing Company's career
waslaunched on the wings of a small seaplane.Its top speed was 75 mph.
Now, half a century later, we can help
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Human Element Emphasized in Executive Thinking
By MARY ANN FRUSHOUR
S.U. is rapidly gaining a reputation for
being concerned about and involved in
the affairs of the local business community. This is due, not to the School of Commerce
and Finance, but to the Executive Thinking
Program, headed by Fr. Thomas O'Brien, S.J.,
who also directs the two honors programs at
S.U.
For the past eight years, the Executive
Thinking Program has drawn men from top
positions in such firms as Boeing, Sears and
Bell Telephone to meet in seminar classes at

S.U. twice a week from October to May. This
year, one section is taught by Fr. O'Brien, the
other by Fr. Michael Toulouse, S.J., of the philosophy department.
DURING THESE SEMINARS, the works of
the ancient Hindus, Plato and Aristotle,St. Paul,
St. Thomas Aquinas, Galileo, Locke and the existentialists are read and discussed. The use of
the dialog method allows discussion to be flexible and geared to the problems of business. For
example, the men examine different theories of
law and government in different philosophies.
Fr. O'Brien finds that much interest is generated in the discussion of the existentialists,
especially Garbriel Marcel. In this enthusiasm,
Fr. O'Brien finds justification for his belief that
American business is essentially inadequate as
it is practiced today.
Business methods and goals,he believes, have
changed little since the days of the plundering
Greek warriors: Ican get rich only if you get

poor. Profit is still the only motive; cutthroat
competition is necessary and desirable if no one

is caught.
In a speech before a recent meeting of businessmen attending a sales and marketing executives' seminar at S.U., Fr. O'Brien spoke about
how business is "getting caught" and suffering
increased governmental control as a punishment. In their desire for profit, many businesses
have forgotten the public they are supposed to
serve, forcing the government to intervene to
protect the consumer, as has been done in the
drug, private power and tire industries.
In his speech given Dec. 2, Fr. O'Brien said
he expected a governmentalprobe of the insurance business; in a Jan. 3 headline, a congressional investigation was announced.
ACCORDING TO Fr. O'Brien, not only indusries but the individuals serving them are "geting caught" and becoming more and more confused and isolated. Today's man in business is
often only a businessman, not a man. He is only
a faceless function in an impersonal organization. He is known and understood by his employer only by the sales quota required of him,
only by his required profit. The businessman
soon finds himself with this attitude in every
>hase of his life. At home he believes himself
o be fulfilling his duties as head of the family
when he makes a goodsalary.
Fr. O'Brien sees communication as the soluion to the problem. The Executive Thinking
'rogram, by using not only the works studied,
>ut the dialog method, where each man must
ruly listen and try to appreciate and understand the opinions of others, can introduce a new
element the human.
The reason for popularity of Gabriel Marcel
s his idea of "presence." By this is meant that
in confronting another person, a man does not
see him merely as he appears in his momentary
activity or function, but becomes permeable
and receptive to a common activity with the
whole man as he is in all his life's activities.

The DialogMethod in Action

.

..

Executives Think.

In Martin Buber's words, the man ceases to
be an IT and becomes a THOU.
FOR INDUSTRY to put this into practice requires that goals be shifted from simple to
"achieving the common good— profitably." Fr.
O'Brien points to the extremely profitable firms
of Sears and the Hilton Hotels who seek this
Editor's note: The followingarticle appearedin a fall 1962
more complete goal. Through profit-sharing programs and use of native resources in overseas issue of the Mooring Mast from Pacific Lutheran University.
branches, these companies strive to benefit their
LOOK AT ME
employees and less advanced nations.
I'm religious
On the individual level, the man in business
I
go to church every Sunday
every Sunday Iput a dollar in the collection plate and attend
must see his colleagues not simply as managers
or salesmen but as men against a backdrop of
Bible study andprayer service regularly
their families, their education and value systems,
I've even beenelected a deacon
However, I've never asked myself how I
their special goals and problems as individuals.
know there is a Godor
what is thebasis of my belief.
A man who is receptive to an individual is
able to improve his employees' cooperation and LOOK AT ME
productivity, because he understands how to
I'm a student
treat each man according to his specific probspend sixhours a day in the library
I
himself,
integrate
lems. Within
he is able to
carry as many books as possibleat all times
all facets of his life in a common personal outnever skip classes
look, based on satisfying, intra-personal relationI've accumulated many facts
ships.
I've never asked myself the value of this knowledge, though.
IN THE EXECUTIVE Thinking program,
AT ME
all forms of expression are studied the intellec- LOOK
I'm
well
informed
tual as embodied in philosophy or history and
Itake the Tacoma News-Tribune
the intuitive as in literature or other forms of
listen to the fiveminute capsule of thenews on
symbolic communication. By using all their facthe radio every morning
ulties of understanding the intellectual, emohave
subscribed to Time magazine since Iwas a freshman
tional and intuitive the participants integrate
But I
have never asked myself how the divisionof a city
themselves, becoming understandable and purby an odious wall affects my ownlife.
poseful human individuals.
This integration, combined with the discovery LOOK AT ME
I'm well-adjusted
of a common heritage of ideas, is part of the
I
have a steady girl friend
process of improving communication. And the
spend as much time on extracurricular activities as scholastic
Executive Thinking Program provides, in the
and Ismile and say "hi" to everyone Imeet on campus
give and take of a seminar dialog, rigorous
Yet, I've never asked myself what ought to be a proper
practice in understanding and relating to perrelationshipbetween people
sons as individuals, which hopefully, is carried
back and put into operation in the home and at LOOK AT ME
the office.
I'm intellectural
I
have cultivated many eccentricities
know a little about much
'Program Needs Extending':
and developedan attitude of superiority
I've never asked myself what ought to be a proper attitude
towardlearning, however.
LOOK AT ME
I'm definitelycontributing to campus life
I
volunteered to work on homecoming
(Continued from page 6)
munity." How well that person
not allow more.
am
a club president
his dignity is of great importlarger
performs
a
"There is need for a
after his release deinitiator
of the "Put Playboy in the Bookstore" movement
pends
upon rehabilitation reprogram," said director Coughance."
and play on all my dorm's intramural teams
What does the employer think lin. "There will probably be a ceived during incarceration.
ButI've never asked myself whatit is I'mcontributing.
of retaining or even hiring a satellite program started outCoughlin asserted that the
man in the Work Release Pro- side of this building." Right public should ask this question LOOK AT ME
gram?
now, however, the program concerning the jail or prisonI'm an individual
Coughlin answered, "The em- needs more personnel. S.U. stu- bound person: "Will he return
I
stick to my beliefs under tremendous opposition
ployer is very glad to keep this dents can help to bring about a better man, or one damaged
no matter where Iam, I'moutspoken
type of a man. He knows he more rehabilitation in the by lack of rehabilitation?"
and have grown a beard
will arrive at work on time. He county jail.
An S.U. potential student
YetI
don'tknow why I
do or know
believe the way I
can also rely on his employee's
Coughlin invitedall interested volunteer was asked to express
the reason whyI
holdcertainbeliefs.
work."
students to look into the pro- her feelings about extending the
took at me! look at me! look at me!
ONLY THREE to five per gram. "Inmates in the Work Re- program.
BRUCE BINDEL
cent of the program's "gradu- lease Program need a way to
Pat Serino, a senior English
ates" commit further offenses. uilize their time. For the young- major, said, "The program
According to Coughlin, in the er inmates it is necessary to would be beneficial to both the
past year and a half, only one find people their own age. Con- student teachers and the stuperson has committed a further nections with college students dents. The student inmates
Fr. James Rovce. S.J.. S.U.s
Fr. Royce has completed a
crime and has been allowed to would be rewarding. It would would realize that people are associate dean of the School of three-year term as a member of
return to the program. Those aid those young people who concerned about their welfare Arts and Sciences, has recently the board, serving as its chairwho work to rehabilitate the have had their first 'brush' with and are interested in them as been reaopointed to the Wash- man for two years.
inmates would like to see the the law."
human beings rather than law ington State Examining Board
The Washington State Examprogram expanded to enable
COUGHLIN WENT ON to say violators. Students would de- in Psychology. Fr. Rovce will >ninp Board in Psychology, unmore of the 300 men in King that the "public forgets that velop more of an under stand- «-°rve the remaining )!/" years of d»r tho Division of Professional
County Jail to participate. How- when a person is locked-up he ing and compassion for people Dr. Ned Wagner's unexpired Licensing in Olvmoia. examines
psychologists for licensing.
ever, physical limitations will will some day return to his comterm.
within their society."

Guest Feature

—

— —

—

—

Coughlin Seeks More Personnel

Dean Appointed to State Board
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Lew Blew Into Town With Force;
Paces Bruin Victory Versus U. W.
By TERRY ZAREMBA
the Bruins would be pressed to
Monday night UCLA, the defeat New Mexico University if
number-one ranked team the game was played on New
in the nation, was in Seat- Mexico's home court.
tle. They flaunted their skills
before a packed house at EdBUT THE BRUINS are good—
mundson Pavilion and a region- there's no doubt about that.
al TV audience.
They often played sloppily
How good are the Bruins? against the Huskies, but then
That's a tough one to answer, they didn't have to play well to
especially after watching Mon- maintain a comfortable lead.
day night's affair. S.U.s coach, Much-publicized Lew Alcindor
Lionel Purcell, said he believed proved to be unstoppable when

he was close to the basket.
In the first half he scored 23
points and blocked several of 6foot-10 Gordy Harris' hook
shots. However, he never got
untracked in the second half,
which in general was poorly
played. Mike Warren, a 5-foot10 guard for the Bruins, played
excellent ball throughout the
contest. He, like Alcindor, is
only a sophomore.

COACH PURCELL was not
watching the game last night
strictly for entertainment. Barring another 20-point loss this
season, the Chiefs have a good
chance to meet UCLA in the
NCAA regional tournament in
March. However, to receive a
bid for the tournament, they
have to at least make a creditable showing when they play
fifth-ranked Texas Western and
also Colorado State, a highly regarded independent.
The Chiefs have shown that
they can play pressure basketball and that they can win. Maybe Malkin Strong will get a
chance to stop "Big Lew."

Spectator
SPORTS

Sixteen Intramural Teams
Vie for Basketball Wins

Intramural basketball
starts tonight and the Cellar-Trillos prepare to defend last year's championship.
The competition will continue
for the next six weeks when
league victors will emerge.They
will clash on March 1.
All-star squads from each
league also will be chosen. Both
league champions will meet the
all-star teams following completion of regular play.

Tonight
7 p.m.— Kowabungas vs. V.C.'s
8 p.m.— Red Onions vs.

—
—
— Action-Finders vs.

Gaussians
9 p.m. Nads vs.Beavers
Saturday
1p.m. Crusaders vs.Monads
2 p.m.— Cellar Trillos vs.
Party

3 p.m.

Engineers

Jan. 17 Tues.
7 p.m.— l.D.'s vs. Merrymen
8 p.m. Aliis vs. Chambers
9 p.m. Action-Finders vs.
Kowabungas
Jan. 18 Wed.
7 p.m.— Cellar Trillos vs.
RedOnions

——

Use
Spectator

Classified

—

8 p.m.— Nads vs.I.D.'s
9 p.m. Crusaders vs. Aliis
Jan. 21 Sat.
—
1 p.m. Engineers vs.

Merrymen

2 p.m.— Party vs.Chambers
—
3 p.m. Beavers vs.V.C.'s
Jan25 Wed.
9 p.m. Monads vs.Gaussians
8 p.m. Engineers vs. I.D.'s
9 p.m. Party vs. Aliis
Jan. 28 Sat.
9:30 a.m.— Merrymen vs.
Beavers

——
—

10:30 a.m.— Chambers vs.
Monads
11:30 a.m.— Action-Finders vs.
V.C.'s

12: 45 p.m.— Cellar Trillos vs.
Gaussians
1: 45 p.m.— Nads vs.

—

Kowabungas
2:45 p.m. Red Onions vs.

Crusaders

Badminton Open
Male students are also invited to blast the birdie Monday
nights at 7:30 p.m. in the gym.
The badminton games are open
to both sexes.

Vincent Plays in
Florida Tourney
Orrin Vincent, senior Chieftain golfer, competed in a tournament of amateur champions
during the holidays and fared
well in Palm Beach, Fla.
In six days of medal play
Vincent shot rounds of 70, 73,
71, 70, 72, 74. Vincent and another par-buster won the best
ball competition with a 66.
The course was narrow and
turfed with Bermuda grass
which caused Vincent to alter
his game. Before the tourney he
practiced on similarly grassed
courses in California and adjusted his play.
A tropical storm blewin on the
final day of the tournament
bringing 60 mph winds and an
inch of rain in an hour, but
Vincent braved it in order to
catch a plane home.

THE
CHAMBER

—

Spectator photoby Dennis Williams

Top Ten Ratings Stable;
Chiefs Advance a Notch
The 3.U. Chieftains, even

after losing to the fourth-ranked

New Mexico Lobos Saturday,
moved up a notch in this week's
UPI cage poll.The Chiefs, rated
16th last week, are tied for 15th
withDaytonof Ohio.
TOP TEN
1. UCLA (33) (9-0)

348

2. Louisville (2) (13-0)
3. North Carolina (11-1)
4. New Mexico (11-1)
5. Houston (13-1)

6. Texas Western (10-2)
7. Kansas (10-2)
8. Cincinnati (9-2)
9. Princeton (11-1)
10. Vanderbilt (10-2)

290
220

.218
164

136

Coming: January 23, 1967

Happy Hour
7-8

HUGHES announces
campus interviews for
Electronics Engineers, Mechanical Engineers
and Chemical Engineers
receiving B.S. degrees

Monday Thursday
■

Ads

THREE-DEEP PASS: John Wilkins, No. 52, stretches for
the ball in the Dec. game against Brigham Young University. A BYUplayer is sandwiched between Wilkins and
Tom Workman. In their most impressive win yet this
season, the Chiefs defeated the Mormons 85-83.

I.D. Please

Contact your Placement Office
immediately to arrange an
interview appointment.
Or write: Mr.Edward R.Beaumont
Aerospace Group
ElSegundo Division
Hughes Aircraft Company
P.O. Box 90426
El Segundo, California 90009

DOW CHEMICAL
Interviewing January 17
ENGINEERING

TECHNICAL SALES
CHEMISTS
BUSINESS MAJORS
AND OTHERS

Locations Throughout the United States

—

—

For information contact your Placement Office
an equal opportunity employer

Creatine! a new \f.orlcl with electronics

■

I

1

HUGHES
i
HUGHES AIRCRAFT

US.

i
COMPANY

Citizenship required / An equal opportunity employer

■

99
69

61
46
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Chieftains Handle Portland Easily 92-71
Purcell Praises Squad
On Total Team Play

You-You did it!

constantly and stole the ball
often. Harvey Jackson, who
made his first lengthy appearance as a Chief, scored 7 points.
um, 92-71.
PaulGloden, aPortland guard,
After a 15-15 tie at 12:40 of the
hit 20 points. Robinson chipped
first half, the Pilots never
in 15 points.
soared closer. Poor shooting in
S.U. travels next week to
this half, a .353 percentage, by Utah State and Weber State to
put them in the rear.
meet them on successive nights.
The New Mexico Lobos lacerWITH 3:10 left in thehalf S.U. ated
the S.U. Chieftains 80-60 last
margin.
Pilots
id a 39-24
The
Saturday at Albuquerque.
irrowed it to 43-32 as the half
The Lobos won the game by
out-rebounding S.U. 57-35 and
Portland made a quick run at hitting the basket almost 433 per
c Chieftain lead shortly after cent of the time. The Chiefs
the second half began. The front scored in 26 of 72 attempts for
line of the Pilots hacked into a 36.1 field goal percentage.
New Mexico's pressing tactics
foul trouble at this point andthe
threat dissolved.
and occasional fast break stymThe Chiefs bounded out to a ied any S.U. catch-up heroics
67-47 lead at 9:30 of the second evidenced in several contests
half. Their biggest margin was this season. The Lobos con83-56 with three minutes remain- trolled the ball and made few
turnovers.
ing in the contest.
S.U. fired 12 more attempts
NEW MEXICO took an early
than Portland and shot .440 from
but the Chiefs untrackthe field. They also out-rebound- 8-2 lead gained
ed
and
a 9-8 advantage.
ed the Pilots 46-35.
For the next few minutes the
S.U. was paced in the point game see-sawed and midway in
department by Malkin Strong the firsthalf the Lobos led 22-18.
Then New Mexico exploded
and Tom Workman. Strong
topped all those on the court and S.U. never came closer
with 24 points. Workman stayed than 11 points. At the half the
close behind with 23 points, 13 of score read 38-26.
Twice in the second half the
them on free throws made.
Portland's big men, Bill Rob- Chieftains seemed ready to
inson, Charles Stroughter, and move, with the score at 50-39
Jesse Perry gave many foul at- and a bit later at 61-49. Each
tempts to Strong and Workman time the the Lobos loped out
since they could not legallycon- of danger.
Fouling filled up the final
tain the Chieftains in close. The
three tall Pilots each left the minutes of the contest. New
on fouls.
Mexico gathered 20 points from
free throws while S.U. picked
XIMMF.R LOTT and Jim up only eight.
jur garnered 11 points
apiece for the Chiefs. The four
MEL DANIELS and Ben MonS.U. guards who played har- roe had top nights for the
rassed the Portland dribblers Lobos. The 6-foot-9 Daniels led

The S.U. Chieftains
grounded the Portland Pilast night at the Coli-

Fts

firtland
Ec

■

w

By RICHARD HOUSER
was fair and the boys hustled
Twelve years at the Univer- throughout the contest." was
S.U. Coach Lionel Purcell
sity of Portland can qualify head
coach Al Negratti as an expert pleased with the Chieftain win.
on losing to S.U. In the past He said, "There's no substitute
15 years Portland has managed for winning."
Purcell praised the entire
only five wins against 41 losses
team for its effort. "Everyone
in the two school series.
Negratti rates Tom Workman played very good,"he said. The
coach went on to say, "Plumof S.U. as the man to watch. mer
(Lott) played a good de"Workman has to be called an
outstanding player," said Ne- fensive game. He kept Perry
gratti. He went on "As Work- (Jesse) to only three points."
man goes so does the team. Perry had been averagingnearly eight points per game.
Ju t look at the record."
Purcell also had praise for
THE PILOT coach signaled Malkin Strong's work on both
out C-foot-6 Bill Robinson, Pilot backbroads. (He had 17 recenter, as a good prospect. Rob- bounds for the game.) He said,
inson, a junior, can "hold his "Tom (Workman) played a lot
own physically with anyone in better than the last couple of
the nation." The coach indi- games." The coach indicated
cated that Robinson would not that it looked as if Workman
be too troubled by the Chief- has come out of his slump.
tains' front line.
THE COACH commented on
Negratti stated that "we have Negratti's comment that S.U.
only
a young team. There is
went as Workman went. Purone senior on the squad. They cell stated, "I can't buy that.
are slowly improving," he went Tom hashad more thanone bad
on to say. "We have a rough game. We beat Idaho and Tom
schedule playing Oregon State, did not play well." The coach
Oregon,
UCLA and 5.U.," said went on, "No one player influEDGING UP: Steve Looney the coach.
the team that much.
eyes the basket and starts
Negratti commented that turn- ences
Someone
will always pick up the
"
to loft the ball over a Pilot overs and poor shooting hurt slack
player's hand.
Portland. Fouls were also a
When asked if the Chiefs had
major factor. Negratti empha- played against New Mexico like
sized, "the players, even though
all scorers with 29 points and down, will play the game right they played last night would
they have won. Purcell said,
also was the strongest rebound- to the hilt."
"New Mexico made us make
er. Monroe canned 10 fieldgoals
NEGRATTI was not entirely mistakes. We were more alert
and one free throw for 21points.
Tom Workman and Jim La- disappointed with his team's and aggressive tonight." He
Cour with 12 points apiece pac- play. The coach thought that went on, "Idon't think that any
ed S.U. Steve Looney and Mal- his team could have played bet- team will beat New Mexico in
kin Strong each contributed 11. ter. He said, "Our rebounding Albuquerque."

Paps Garner Win Over Loggers

The S.U. frosh pressed
and pilfered their way to a
70-54 win over the UPS
freshmen last night.
With 3:30 remaining in the
contest the score read 56-48 and
the Loggers were moving. Tom
Bell then drove in for a basket
and sank a free throw to reestablish a strong Papoose lead.
Tom Little hit the final nine
Papoose points to fell the Logger team. He scored on several
long shots and a driving lay-in.
BALL-HAWKING and a partial press hampered the UPS
offense. The S.U. frosh continu-

ally stole the ball to break up
any Logger momentum.
The Papooses jumped out to
an early 12-2 lead and were never headed, though at several
points the UPS squadcame closer than 10 points.
With 8:30 left in the first half,
the Papooses were rolling with a
20-13 margin. Four minutes later, the score was 29-14. As the
half ended, the Loggers surged
and reduced the lead to 33-23.
In the second half, the S.U.

Bill Sissom of the Loggers
tallied 17 points. Kent Whitsey
against the persistent UPS and Bill Hartly contributed 10
points apiece to the losing cause.
frosh.
LITTLE topped all players
Saturday night at 8 p.m., the
with 23 points. Two other Pa- Papooses will meet the SPC
pooses in double figures were frosh at the SPC gymnasium.
Jim Harris who had 12 and The freshmens' record is now
Sam Pierce who hit 11.
3-1.
freshmen could not draw out
more than a 12-15 point margin

Chieftain Varsity Statistics Point
To Improving on Floor not Figures

The basketball season has
reached midpoint and the Chieftain team is now 11-2.
When one looks at the statistics it is difficult to explain the
success. In no department is
S.U. markedly better than last

year's figures.
The obvious qualities of S.U.s
winning momentum are tenacity
and team unity.

Plumber Lott, 13.9.
The oft-injured Steve Looney
is maintaining a 12.7 point average. Jim LaCour who has performed well in recent games is

averaging 9.4 points.
Rebounding, a supposed S.U.
forte, is an even affair for and
against opponents. Last season
the Chiefs outmuscled their foes
by over 100 rebounds.

THE TEAM has established a
FOUR CHIEFTAIN players
are averaging in double num- five-point marginoverall against
bers Tom Workman has a 21.S its opponents, 84-79.
point-per-game average. Malkin
The squad's field goal accurStrong is hitting at a 16.3 and acy is down from last season.
Their averagehovers just under
45 per cent while last year the
team hit nearly half of its at-

tempts.

Congrtulations
To all recently engaged S.U. coeds
Come in for your engagement portraits
ft SITTING
ft proofs
only $6.00
ft One 5x7
FREE BRIDE'S WORKBOOK

'

No Purchase Necessary

61

Photographs by Marciel
6'/j
Broadway

Phone EA 4-3906

NEAR MARYCREST

COLLEGE TAVERN
1

TONIGHT— GIRLS NIGHT
Schooners 10c
FRIDAY— HAPPY HOUR
2-5 P.M.
MONDAY— HAPPY HOUR
6:30-8:00 P.M.

West Bests East
In All-Star Tilt
The West all-stars downed the
East all-stars 135-120 last night
in the annual National Basketball League's pro all-star game.
The contest played in San Francisco was a reversal of last
year's Eastern triumph.
Rick Barry of the San Francisco Warriors led all scorers,
copping 38 points for the West's

cause. Wilt Chamberlain, Phila-

delphia 76er star, led the East
with 24. Chamberlain played
despite an injuredankle suffered
recently in regular league play.
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Beards Align
For Battle
The four winners - of this
year's annual beard growing

contest will receive electric razors as prizes. Two razors were
donated by the Norelco Company. Judging of the contest,
now in progress, will be at the

bonfire rally on Jan. 24.
This year's contest is composed of four divisions. They
include the beards which are

heaviest, most distinguished,
most unique and most abusive.

THOSE ENTERING the contest under the heaviest classification are Jim Nolan, Tony
Canorro, Mike Metcalf, Dan
Standifer, Paul Bader and Pat
Carney.
Most unique are Frank Quijada, Bob Wilson, Walt Shields,
Tim Fountain, Jim Codling, Dan
DeLeuw, Rick Gasperino, Ed
Markle, Kevin Dolan, Tim Roth
and Doug Yamuchi.
Contesting for most distinguished are Terry Manocchio,
Lee Hale, Bob Mclnnes, Joe
Beaulieu, David Hughes, Pat
Schreck, Jon Rehfeld, John Peterson, Tim McElroy, Joe McNamoe and Mike Schonbachler.
THOSE LISTED for most abusive are Tim Gillespie, Nick St.
Laurent, Steve Nejasmich, Rob
Legge,R. Tobin, Paul Firnstahl,
Rob Peterson, Larry Jay, Jocko
Hayes.
According to Frank DePinto,
co-chairman, there are two
other candidates, Coral Breakbush, listed under heaviest, and
Virginia Shroud for most abu-

Meet Tom Hamil.
He is working toward his Doctorate at the U. of W.
He is an author of children's books.
He can read over 3,500 words a minute.
Watching Tom's hand fly over the page (his
hand acts a* a pacer) you can't believe that he's
actually reading. He must be skimming. But he's
not.

Tom Hamil
read the average novel in less
than 30 minutes. Even on the toughest material
he rarely dipt below 1,000 words per minute.
Moreover, he can comprehend and recall what
he's read right down to the particulars.
can

—

Tom Hamil isn't a mental freak. Nor is he a
naturally fast reader. He learned this revolutionary technique of rapid reading at the Evelyn

. ..

Wood Reading Dynamics Institute
along
with more than 250,000 other graduates in the
United Stales.

Tom started the course at about 600 words a
minute and increased his rate over 10 times. Our
average student begins at about 250 words a
minute and graduates at speeds over 1,500
words a minute.

You Too Can Do This
"Reading dynamically," says Tom, "is often like
watching a movie. You have no tense of reading words. Sometimes your involvement is so intense that it's as though you're actually there,
watching the action take place."

The Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics' membership
entitles you to many things: to become one of
the world's fastest readers, to a lifetime membership in the world's largest reading school, to
unlimited hours of instruction (at any institute),
to increase your reading efficiency 5 to 10 times
or more in 8 weeks, and to be guaranteed of increasing your reading efficiency at least 3 times
or tuition refunded. All this for just one lifetime
cost.

U.S. Senate Leaders Praise Techniques
SENATOR PROXMIRE
Wisconsin
"I must say that this is
on* of the most useful
education experiences
I have ever had. It
certainly compares favorably with the experiences I've had at

Yale and Harvard."

SENATOR TALMAGE
Georgia
"It is my opinion that
if these techniques
were instituted in the

public and private

schools of our country,
it would be the greatest single step which
we could take in educational progress."

Utah Schoolteacher Discovers
Technique of Dynamic Reading
The Reading Dynamic technique is based
on 23 years of research. Evelyn Wood
first observed dynamic reading when a
professor at the University of Utah read
her term paper at an amazing 6,000
words a minute. Mrs. Wood's curiosity
caused her to look for other exceptional
readers, and over the next few years she
found 50 people who could read faster
than 1,500 words per minute, with fine
comprehension, outstanding recall and
great reading satisfaction.
She was now sure it was possible to read
faster than anyone had thought, but the
question of how was not yet answered.
It took 8 years of dedicated effort and
research, working with naturally fast
readers before she began to find the
answers. Eventually she developed a
technique whereby the average student
was able to learn to read 3 to 10 times
faster.
She taught her method at the University
of Utah for three years, refining it even
more. Further studies were conducted
at the University of Delaware, and the
first Reading Dynamics Institute was
opened in Washington, D.C. in September, Mrs. Wood taught the key members
of the White House staff to read dynamically upon invitation by former President Kennedy in 1961. Since that time,
institutes have been opened in 60 cities
throughout the country.
She was also critical of reading courses
that use a mechanical pacer, as students
tend to revert to previous reading
speeds once the pacer is not there to
help them. When reading dynamically,
the reader's hand is used as a pacer.

S.
velyn
/

~\

I
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.
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MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

!§|

the reading effi yjfi
An ciency of each student AT LEAST 3 times, an
t» We will refund the entire tuition to any Sj
w student who, after- completing minimum fi
9 class and study requirements, does not B
B triple his reading efficiency as measured ®
mk by our beginning and ending tests.
guarantee to increase

Today

4th & Pike Bldg.

Seattle. Wash. 98101

MA 3-1563

Meetings

IN WORDS PER MINUTE

Beginning Ending
Reading Reading
Efficiency ilflciency

Student

Occupation

Dennis Hull in
Gerald Hume

Data Procetter
Supply Clerk
Doctor
Law Student

94
156
Robert Hunter
288
Robert Kaplan
359
144
Ronald Kutunoto Student
Nancy Lawrence Student
530
Chris Leiper
Student
31
102
Mary Pat McKay Student
Roland Marshall Naval Officer
179
Julia Murphy
Bank Clerk
218
Peter Tichenor
Graduate Student 332
Roger Winter
260
Engineer
John Fenton
City Clerk
151
Student
Philip Moteley
42

1512
1928
1062
1488
1215
2987
1107
1165
2012
910
1356
1102
736
960

NOW REGISTERING FOR CLASSES

PRESENTATION SCHEDULE
Tuesday, 1/10: Tacoma, Winthrop Hotel,
3:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, 1/11: Everett, Monte
Christo Hotel, 3:00 p.m. and
8:00 p.m.
Thursday, 1/12: Seattle Center, Olympic
Room, 3:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.
Friday, 1/13: Seattle Center. Olympic
Room, 3:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.
Saturday, 1/14: University District. Edward Meany Hotel, Ball Room, 3:00
p.m. and 8:00 p.m.

"

You wilt see a Reading Dynamics graduate
read at amazing speeds from a book he has
never seen before and then tell in detail what
he has read.
c You will see a documented film that includes
actual interviews with Washington Congressmen who have taken the course.
c You will learn how we can help you to faster
reading, with improved comprehension, greater
recall.

j

,
MAIL
COUPON

I TODAY

To: Evelyn Wood

Reading Dynamics Institute I
4th ft Pike Bldg.. Seattle. Wn. |

!□Please send descriptive folder.

I□ Please

j

send schedule of presentations

and mid-Winter calsses.

I understand that Iam under no obligation
and that no salesman will call.

Gamma Sigma Phi, general
6:30 p.m., McHugh Hall.
UK*, 7 p.m., McHugh Hall.
Town Girls, 7 p.m. Chieftain
lounge.
Phi Chi Theta, 7:30 p.m., McHugh Hall.
A Phi O pledget, 7:30 p.m.,
LA 219. Pledges must bring fall
quarter transcripts.

A Phi O actives, 7:30 p.m., McHugh Hall.
Yacht Club, 7:30 p.m., Barman

102.
Club Chairmen for Homecoming club displays, 7:30 p.m.,
P 354.
International Club, 8 p.m., Bellarmine dining hall.
Hawaiian Club film, "The Performers," 8 p.m., Pigott Aud.
A Phi O Booksale, money and
books refunded, 9 a.m.-l p.m. tomorrow and Friday, A Phi O
office.

Tomorrow
Meetings

Sigma Kappa Phi, 5:30 p.m:,
Bellarmine dining room.

Friday

Meetings

Marketing Club, 11 a.m., Xavier
lounge.

Reminders
Coed day of renewal at 1663 Kilarney Way, Bellevue. Registration
is at 9 a.m. on Saturday at no
cost. Conferences will be given
by Fr. Merriman, S.J.

Official Notice

For information mail coupon
below or call our office.
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Seniors and juniors who registered in advance may pick up
transcripts from the registrar's

office, today through Friday.
Mary Alice Lee
Registrar
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| ID PICTURES. Low price, fast service. Photography by MARCIEL.
616 Vi Broadway, near Marycrest.
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'Dorm Rooms Are Not Just Bedrooms

(Continued from page 5)
may be adopted by the living
units with which they voluntarily
associate themselves ..."
The dean went on to say that
in any case the proposal, if
passed, will not go into effect in
cases where agreements have
been signed by either parents or

students until these agreements
are void.
The proposal was a counterproposal to one submitted by
Dorothy Strawn, dean of women,
which asked that women of
sophomoreranking and above be
allowed to regulate their own
hours. Further stipulations requiring parental permission and
eliminating women on academic
probation were included in the
U.W.-AWS proposal.
The dean of students proposal,
more liberal, would give coeds
the right to regulate their own
hours regardless of academic
standing and without written permission from their parents.
In a letter to Kathy Noland,
U.W.-AWS president, Dean Anderson said, "Inherent in the
proposed policy is the belief that
students at the university should
be and are mature enough to
conduct their own lives ..."

'in loco parentis' to its students." days and 2 a.m.on weekends for
They amplified this statement security purposes.
However, residents returning
saying, "The university in other
areas has supported the funda- after closing, betweenthe hours
mental proposition that under- of midnight and 2 a.m. Sunday
graduates are to be treated as through Thursday, and 2 and 3
adults, capable of regulating a.m. weekends, will be admitted
to the hall by the campus potheir own hours."
The second premise was that liceman.
the regulation of women's hours
The only restrictions in this
is, essentially, a matter of se- proposal was that the residents
curity rather than morality.
would be required to leave the
Thirdly the advisory commit- phone number and address of
tee said that "regulation of her destination in a sealed enhours is but one factor of unde- velope. This envelope would be
termined relative significance in opened only if the resident did
the academicand social success not check in one hour after exof any sutdent."
pected return or in case of
family emergency.
IN A MILDER proposal the
Dean of Women, Jeanette ScudIN ANOTHER instance there
der, at the State University of is a movement at Pacific LuthNew York at Buffalo offered a eran University in Tacoma for
solution to the disparagement an increased "open house" proagainst women's curfew hours. gram. This program would enDean Scudder's proposal states tail that the dorm residents
that dormitory hours will con- could have visitors (those of the
tinue to be midnight on week- opposite sex) in their rooms

AT S.U. the administration

keeps a tight rein on women
dorm residents.Before going out
at night the girls must sign out,
giving information as to where
they are going and with whom.

Also the school has strict curfew hours (11p.m. on weekdays
and 1:30 a.m. on weekends for
sophomores and juniors and
10:30 p.m. weekdays and 1:30
and 12: 30 a.m. on weekends for
freshmen).

Visitors of the opposite sex
are not permitted into the living
areas of the dorms at any time.
(There is the minor exception
at the beginningand endof each
quarter when men students may
help the girls move.)
The only coeds not affected by
these rules are those who are 21
or over living in Marian Hall.
present.
The girls are given their own
At other universities the prob- keys and male visitors are allem of visitors of the opposite lowed in the rooms (only if the
sex has been solved by allowing roommate is present) on some
Sunday afternoons.
regularvisiting hours.

Revised Group Hunts New Students

tive" it is equipped to provide
potential S.U. students.
"WE GIVE THEM honest answers about S.U. They're more
free to talk to us on a one-toone basis than when they're
with 50 others talking to a campus recruiter. Each of us on
the committeehave found something of value at S.U. We each
have a different reason we
think S.U. is a great school and
we'dlike to pass it on," he said.
Working closely with the administration and ASSU officers,

By LARRY CRUMET

Dan Sheridan's job is
flagging
a swarm of bees to
THE LOGIC behind the propohoney.
theS.U.
regulation
of
sal is that the
hours would be put at the living
The senior economics major
group level. Dean Strawn said, is beekeeper and chairman of
"The whole philosophy is that it the freshly reactivated Studentis no longer practical to have to-Student Committee hotfooting
one rule covering every accom- around the city in an effort to
modation."
attract students from the blosThe dean's proposal came aft- soming high school bumper crop
er a recommendation by the Ad- and nomadic transfers into the
visory Committee on Student University hive.
Residences. The committee had
THE TEN-MEMBER Studentthree main premises which were
cited in support of hours abo- to-Student Committee resoundlition.
ingly echoes the "ask the man
The first premise was that who drives one" slogan with an
"the university does not stand "ask the student that goes
there" spirit.
"Our main concern is to give
prospecetive students a student's point of view," saidSher-

CAREERS
IN STEEL

more often. At present the university allows the students to
have three open houses a year
for a period of two hours each.
The new plan would advocate a
relaxing of these restrictions.
Logic behind this request is
that the dorm rooms are not just
bedrooms to the residents. It is
their home while they are at college. It is the only place which
can reflect the individual tastes
of its occupants. It is a room for
study, recreationand discussion.
At. St. Olaf College, often
termed a sister college to PLU,
the school administration hasrecently revised its open-house
policy. Dormitories may have
an unlimited number of open
houses providing that 75 per
cent of the residents indicate in
advance their intention to be

idan.

The original committee, he
explained, congealed in June,
1966. Working through the summer, the first committee boasted 126 notches on its recruiting
six-shooter.

Sheridan asked the University

to reactivate the committeeand,
with administration approval,
chose a group that set to work
in late November.
"They've given us office
space and we're doing what we
really want to do," said Sheridan. "Our goal isa large quantity of qualified students," he

said.
THOUGH JUST beginning to
untangle itself from preliminary
paperwork, the committee has

sipOur representative
will be on campus

FEB. 2
to interview undergraduate
andgraduate candidates for
Bethlehem's
'67 Loop Course
— our highlyregarded
management training
program

sent out over 500 letters since
early December to high school
students, transfers and S.U. students returninghome during the
holidays, encouraging them to
contact inquiring students in
their home towns.
The committee plans to contact prospective students on an
individual basis, answer questions, arrange appointments so
that potential students can meet
S.U. department heads.

Sheridan hinted that the committeemay come up with some
surprise project in the future.
Sheridan said there are many
areas to better life here at S.U.
He said he -anticipates that the
Student to Student Committee
will be concerned with remedyin problems on campus as well
as attracting students to the

-

Sheridan stressed that his

campus.
He refused to comment on
speculations that the committee
will seek to resolve difficulties
of S.U. students considering

ists. The more students, the
more selection, he said. "I'm
lookingfor a better student body
20 years from now, too," he explained.
Sheridan said that much of
the importanceof the committee
lies in the "different perspec-

enjoys going out and talking to
high school kids, sharing S.U.
"We want to see students and
answer their questions," he said.

committee is going after "high
quality students." Many of the
committee's letters have gone to
National Merit Scholarshipfinal-

transfers from S.U.
Sheridan describes his committee as enthusiastic. He hand
picked the members from people he felt "were representative
of S.U., presented a good image
and are intelligent."
The committee he explained,

OPPORTUNITIES are
availablein steel plant operations, sales, research, mining, accounting, and other
activities.
DEGREES required are
mechanical, metallurgical,
electrical, chemical, industrial, civil, mining, and

other engineering special-

1Ideas 1

ties; also chemistry, physics, mathematics, business
administration, accounting

and liberal arts.
If you would like to discuss
your career interest with a
Bethlehem representative,
see your placement officer
to arrange for an interview
appointment.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer in the Plans for
Progress Program

BETHLEHEM
STEEL

Ideas are in
books.
Books are at

Archway.
407 Pike

MU 2-4070

Psych students,
getting ready for a couch of your own?
Start saving now at NBofC and you'll have it sooner than you
imagine.Yoursavings workharder withDaily Interest at 4% per
annum, compounded and paid quarterly.Deposit or withdraw
whenever you like...without losing interest. Come in today.

NuL

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
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ARMY ROTC
NEW 2-YEAR PROGRAM

FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
If you will have 2 years remaining next fall
at a college which offers Army ROTC
training, you may qualify for the Advanced
ROTC course by talcing a special six-week
period of training at summer camp, this
year. Advantages include:
Pay of $40

"

junior and
" Pay, paidduring
travel and privileges
" Leadership
and
"
for
per month

senior years
at summer

management training
your future career Free flight instruction at selected colleges
Commission as an Army officer upon graduation.
camp

"

RIFLE MARKSMANSHIP

CLASSES START

11 JUNE -22 JULY
18 JUNE-29 JULY
25 JUNE -5 AUGUST

CLASSROOM TRAINING

COMBATIVE SKILLS

FOR MORE INFORMATION
SEE
THE PROFESSOR OF
MILITARY SCIENCE
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
ROTC HEADQUARTERS

FIELD TRAINING

